
Rubber�mat�for�walkways�and�stairs.
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Descriptions:
Portable�

Safe

The heated snow melting mat allows you to melt 
away snow automatically at a rate of 2” per hour 
to create a safe and dry walkways and stairs. The 
pattern on mat not only supply a unique desirable 
look but also creates tread to prevent people from 
slipping.
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Eliminate snow & ice accumulation

Portable

Safe and clean

Flexible installation

Durability

2-year limited warranty

The Snow-Melting Walkway Mat and Stair Mat can be used independently or interconnected with one another 
to create a continuous system of snow melting mats, and the mats are designed to be left outside for whole cold 
winter.

No need high-cost installations, mainly designed for outdoor snow melting; it’s easy to place a snow mat on the 
existing entranceways, stairs, loading docks, rooftops, handicap ramps, and many other existing surfaces, which 
can provide a safe and clean passageway.

The snow melting rubber mats supply a great protection from slipping, extra traction with patterned surface is 
especially well for those old people and people in wheelchairs; The snow melting mats will continuously melt the 
snow and ice to keep mat surface clean and safe.

Clean

Clean

The snow melting rubber mats definitely be the better alternative than calcium chloride, the mats won’t hurt and 
mess your floor when people get in your house; Avoid repeat work as the mats are designed to be left outside for 
whole cold winter.

The snow melting rubber mats are made of SBR rubber with an electrically heating elements, these premium mats 
are strong enough to withstand the weight of peoples, and carry enough weight and tread to prevent them from moving 
around in slippery environments; The pattern on mat not only supply a unique desirable look but also creates tread to 
prevent people from slipping. The mats should be plugged directly into standard 230V outlet with their own equipment 
leakage circuit interrupter.



Specifications:

Ordering�information�for�Walkways

Custom�output�Mats�are�available�within�the�declared�value.
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Ordering�information�for�stairs
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Voltage:

Output:

Material:

Mat size:

Mat thickness

Snow melt rate 

Surface working temp.:

Protection rating:

Cold lead

230 V/120V

200 W - 300 W

SBR rubber

23"*40" (600mm*1000mm)

3.2"

1.5-2.5" per hour 

≤70 Specific temperature changes with working environment

IP rating:IP68;

H07RN-F��3G1.5mm² 18AWG

Model Size Volt Watts Amps Weight

RS Mat 1 24"*40" 120 V 258.36 W 2.15 A 15.5 lb

RS Mat 2 24"*40" 120 V 226.04 W 1.88 A 15.5 lb

RS Mat 3 24"*40" 120 V 200 W 1.67�A 15.5 lb

RS Mat 4 24"*40" 120 V 300 W 2.5 A 15.5 lb

RS Mat 5 24"*40" 120 V 270�W 2.25 A 15.5 lb

RS Mat 6 24"*40" 230 V 324 W 1.4 A 15.5 lb

RS�Mat�7 24"*36" 120 V 240 W 1.4 A 15.5 lb

Model Size Volt Watts Amps Weight

RS Mat 1 10"*33" 120 V 90 W 0.75�A 5.5 lb

RS Mat 2 10"*34" 120 V 95 W 0.48A 5.5 lb

RS Mat 2 10"*33" 230 V 110 W 0.48A 5.5 lb


